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EDITORIAL
The 2001 Rally Season is now coming to an end, and, although the foot and
mouth crisis has affected many events, we were most fortunate to have an excellent
Leyland Society Gathering at Leyland in July. Although the weather put a damper on
things a little bit, I think it made members even more resolved to enjoy themselves
and I am sure a good day was had by all.
Following my appeal in Torque No.12 for helpers to sub-edit the “Food for
Thought” and “Odd Bodies” sections, I would like to thank those of you who came
forward. Alan Townsin, who has a vast amount of experience both within the industry
and as an enthusiast, will in future sub-edit “Food for Thought.” This is an important
aspect of Leyland Torque as, not only does it give the opportunity for members to
find the answers to questions, but many of the topics go on to provide articles for
both the Torque and the Journal. Talking of which, apologies to authors of two items
held over due to lack of space from this issue until the next.
Bob Kell from Durham has kindly offered to sub-edit “Odd Bodies”, and I am
sure that we will benefit from his wide experience of PSVs. As you may already
know, Bob is a leading light in the preservation field in the north east. In order to
maintain a balance within the magazines we now need to find someone who will act
as our “lorry expert” and this is covered in the “Appeals for Help” section in this
issue of Leyland Torque.
Finally, if you have not already renewed your membership for 2001/02, please
do so as soon as possible in order to help our membership secretary. With our four
quarterly magazines and the Leyland Journal included, this has to be one of the best
“value for money” society subscriptions around.
Mike Sutcliffe, Editor
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Leyland went to great lengths to reduce the weight of the pre-war Lynx to keep the U.W. below
2.10.0. This example shows an ultra lightweight cab.
(BCVM Archive)
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A scene in Buenos Aires showing one of a large number of Royal Tigers supplied to that city in the
days when Leyland held sway in South America.
(BCVM Archive)
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FROM THE CHAIRMAN
I am delighted to report that the Society vehicle gathering at Leyland
on the 8th July was a great success - despite the inclement weather! (a report
of the gathering appears elsewhere in this edition of Torque).
As with all events some problems arose, most were small and quickly
dealt with. However, one matter needs to be explained to avoid any future
confusion. It was not a whim of the organisers to bar the entry of vehicles
which had not been formally entered for the event - this was done after taking
advice and at the behest of our insurers.
In practical terms this decision was taken because on our entry form we
ask for insurance details, without these details we are as a Society potentially
liable for any damage or injury caused by an uninsured vehicle at a Society
event. Should our insurers decide that they will not indemnify us in the event
of a claim, the Society becomes liable to fight any action. In order to minimise
the chances of such a claim, the decision was taken not to allow into the
grounds any vehicle for which we had not received a completed entry form.
Unfortunately, this decision came about after entry forms were circulated.
In future all entry forms will clearly state that if a completed form has not
been sent to the organiser vehicles will be turned away. It is a sad reminder
of the current trend to turn to litigation at the proverbial drop of a hat !
Finally, can I ask members to make a big effort to attend this years
Annual General Meeting, after the Society business has been dealt with, we
have an excellent speaker to finish off the day.

Neil Steele, Hon.Chairman

LEYLAND SOCIETY ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Please note that the date for the AGM is Sunday, 21st October, 2001, at 1.00pm,
to be held as last year at the Museum of Britsh Road Transport , Coventry - entry to
which is free. Please note that if you require to raise any issues for the Agenda, you will
need to write to the Hon. Secretary, letters to be received before 17th September.
MEMBERSHIP
Subscription levels are £18 per annum (family £21), plus £5 (in Sterling) for
membership outside the EEC. Anyone joining after 1st April and before 31st July will
have their membership carried over to the next 31st July, i.e. up to 16 months. Tell your
friends ! This is good value for money and new members would be welcomed.
Application forms from the Membership Secretary - see address inside front cover.
Society Constitution - any member requiring a copy of the Constitution should
send a stamped, addressed envelope to the Hon. Secretary.

There are some new items available this time, in the form of garments and caps which were first
introduced at the Leyland Society Gathering. Orders please to Neil Steele (address on front
page). Other items can be ordered from our Treasurer, Keith Watson (address on front page).
Please make cheques payable to “The Leyland Society”.

Leyland Society Lapel Badges (for members only)
Oval (38mm long) in silver and blue enamel
First Rally Memento – Lapel badge
Oval Leyland Radiator badge (1907-13)
Not many left!
Second Rally Memento – “Employees” Lapel Badge
Red, circular
Black, circular
Windscreen Stickers – with Society logo
Large, 5ins. long
Medium, 2˚ ins. long
Small, 1˚ ins. long
Bone China Mugs, with Society and Leyland logos

£ 4.00 each
£ 5.50 each
£ 4.50 each
£ 5.00 each
£ 3.50 each
£ 2.50 each
£ 1.50 each
£ 5.00 each
£19.00 for four

Leyland Society Clock – approx. 7ins. x 9 ins.
Allow 14 days delivery
£22.50 each
NEW ITEMS
The Society can currently offer the following clothing bearing the “Leyland Motors
Ltd.” logo in Silver:Polo shirts (short sleeved), in Burgundy, Royal Blue, Bottle Green, Navy Blue, Red
& Black.
Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XL & XXL. Price £15.99
All plus £1.50 per item P & P.
Sweatshirts (in three styles) in Burgundy, Bottle Green, Navy Blue & Black.
Raglan Sleeve:
£18.99
Open Hem:
£18.99
Placket (with collar)
£21.99
Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XL & XXL. All plus £1.50 per item P & P.
Body Warmer/Gilet (fully lined medium weight) Available in Navy or Green.
Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XL & XXL. £24.99
Plus £1.50 per item P & P.
Baseball Caps. (Navy Only)

£9.99

Plus £1.50 per item P & P.

Back Numbers of Leyland Torque and the Society Journal, together with Binders for
Torque - these are all available from Mike Sutcliffe, see details on page 23.

Despite the dreadful weather on Sunday 8th July, the Gathering, held in the
car park of the Leyland Vehicles Assembly Plant, was a resounding success. Eighty
Leylands (and two Volvos !!), dating from 1914 to virtually the current day, braved the
rain which persisted all day. There were only two pre-War vehicles, one bus and one
lorry to represent the first half of Leyland’s existence (where have they all gone ?).
The DAF-Showtrekker was worth its weight in gold, providing a cosy
environment for the Society sales “stall” and to provide a place for friends to meet
and to put some faces to names. Society sales went very well, including the new
range of sweatshirts, caps, etc. and the British Commercial Vehicle Museum had a
good day as a result of the free bus service between the rally site and the Museum.
Vehicles used on this service were, of course, historic Leylands and the service was
organised by Bill Ashcroft and the Ribble Vehicle Preservation Trust.
Comparatively few of the general public attended, which made it an enthusiasts’
day - there were smiles on everybody’s faces and an absolutely brilliant atmosphere
- this is what it’s all about ! Our thanks must go to our Chairman and Paul Sennant
for much work behind the scenes to make the day the success it was, as well as to the
Friends of the BCVM and others who acted as marshalls.
The following photographs give a flavour of the entries - if you want to find out
more, there are still a few programmes available, price £1.00 (plus 50p p&p) from
the Editor.

Entry L27, a 1970 Leyland Badger 16LBT/19BR tractor unit (chassis no.7000279), is seen
resplendant after a five year period of restoration commencing in 1996. This fine vehicle was
entered by the Pyatt brothers of Stoke-on-Trent.
(Photo by Andrew J. Spriggs)

Working for its living ! Entry L35 is a Leyland Roadtrain 17.30 (chassis number AH 56952),
seen hauling a low-loader with an Edinburgh Tiger Cub on board. Purchased originally for
spare parts, this tractor unit was subsequently restored and put to good use in the service of the
Lothian Bus Club. There is still some further restoration to be done by the owner, Mr. Fallon of
Midlothian.
(Photo by Andrew J. Spriggs)

Entry P5, a classic Leyland bodied Titan PD2/1 , once no.2 in the fleet of the Todmorden Joint
Omnibus Committee, and now fully restored and entered by Mr.D. Powell of Sittingbourne. It
has chassis number 472953 (Line no.78), and carries lowbridge bodywork.
(Photo by Andrew J. Spriggs)

Two fine examples to illustrate the vehicles of interest which were not entries
in the Gathering are seen below: a bus working on the service between the show
ground and the British Commercial Vehicle Museum, and a vehicle displayed in the
Museum just for the day.

Ribble 209 was new as number 1420, with an English Electric 31 seat coach body in 1935. It
has TS7 chassis number 6680. It was rebodied in 1949 with a Burlingham 35 seat bus body and
fitted with a 7.4 litre oil engine, renumbered 2700. It was further renumbered 209 in 1951.
(Photo by Ron Phillips)

One of the very last built new with the Leyland name, this chassis/cab combination was loaned
by Leyland Vehicles and exhibited in the Museum. Comet 17-18 chassis number L215150 is
seen about to return at the end of the day.
(Photo by Ron Phillips)

The thing about Leyland is that over the years they made practically every kind
of vehicle ! Our final photo (by Andrew J. Spriggs) shows a work-worn Leyland 285
agricultural tractor. In view of the weather we were indeed fortunate to have had the
tarmac of the car park beneath us, and not this vehicle’s usual habitat of a muddy field.

Yes, Leylands do occasionally break down ! This picture taken about 1966 shows a Mark II Hippo
of Newcastle (Staffs) Motor Co.(Leyland Dealers) attending an Octopus 22.O/1 with “no clutch”.
Note the modified cab on the Hippo.
(Photo by Neil D. Steele)

Chrome plating on vehicle windscreens, lamp bodies, radiator shells and other
parts became widespread around 1929. It must have been a tremendous boon not to
have to polish, almost daily, your nickel, German silver, brass and sometimes copper
in order to keep your pride possession at its best.
However Leyland Motors, being at the forefront of technology, had been
experimenting with chrome plated fittings much earlier than that. At the Commercial
Motor Show held at Olympia in October 1921, there is reputed to have been a Leyland
G7 single decker, with Leyland “Edinburgh type” bodywork, which was fitted with
chrome plated cylinder blocks - how magnificent they must have been on the S5.36hp
engine, with its four cylinders cast in pairs, and with their rounded cylinders with blind
cylinder heads ! Had this example survived into preservation and had it attended the
annual London to Brighton Run, one could just hear the critics complaining that the
vehicle was over-restored, in fact, “a gilded lily” !

The front cover of “The Commercial Motor” (above) dated 18th October 1921,
and priced 3d. (that equals one and a quarter pence !) shows the dark blue and white
Leyland G7 exhibited on the Leyland Stand, No.26, possibly in Sheffield livery
(what a shame we cannot reproduce this in colour). The head and side lamp bodies
are coloured yellow, so presumably these were not chrome plated, and were polished
brass. (Reproduced from the Mike Sutcliffe Collection.)

The three photographs chosen to illustrate this short article, are from the BCVM
Archive. The first (above) depicts men at work in the plating shop, photographed on
8th March 1923, with their leather aprons and numerous buffing wheels. Note the
method of power to the buffing wheels, coming from line shafting. Could the power
have been generated by a massive Crossley gas engine ? One can’t imagine that
their faces stayed as clean as they appear here for very long - perhaps the picture was
taken early in the morning!
The assortment of completed items (below) includes aluminium bonnet boards
in the foreground, various fittings for both 3 and 4 ton range models, probably nickel
plated, and with some fire engine parts towards the back. The radiator top tank in the
centre appears to stand on two polished Gothic pillars, or are they more fire engine
fittings ? Even the exhaust manifolds have been chrome plated, and one wonders
how long the plating stayed in place ! - anyway, the finished vehicles would have
looked very shiny and well cared for in those days – something that we tend to forget
now.

The third photograph was taken in December 1923 showing Oswald Tillotson’s
showroom and shop front at their depot - possibly in Burnley ? What a shame one
can’t just walk in and buy a five-spoke brass steering wheel with wooden rim, or even
a complete radiator for an RAF type today - it would save an awful lot of trouble
! (An 18in. five spoke brass steering wheel, part no. 699A, Leyland Private Code
JUPYE, was priced at £1.17.6. (£1.871/2p in modern money !) Dave Berry please note
!
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The article by Paul Sennant on pages 26 - 31 of Torque No. 8 (Summer 2000)
was so interesting that I felt that I needed time to put together the comments set out
below, so my apologies for the delay, but here goes:
Photo 2 only shows part of the strategy that was developed between 1974 and
1976 when it was finally approved and became part of the corporate plan. The “G”
cab was planned to continue in two bonneted versions for overseas market, T43 and
T68. The subsequent plant closures were not part of the plan.
T43, the heavy bonneted truck range was to be engineered using resources at
Scammell, but put into production at Guy. It was to replace the Leyland Super Hippo
and Super Beaver plus some Scammell models and a derivative of the cab was to be
used by Scammell for a tank transporter vehicle.
T68, the replacement for the bonneted Super Comet, was to be produced at
Bathgate.
Key markets for both these products were African, especially Nigeria. The
subsequent collapse of these markets caused major damage to Leyland, and the losses
through investment in new models was compounded by investment in new assembly
facilities in Africa which were never fully used.
Both of these bonneted G cab models were styled at Leyland and John Beck
played the major part in this. John did not originate the styling for T42/T45 but he
was involved in the preparation of the styling brief. This styling brief was given to
four outside companies who were asked to compete for the final contract. In the event,
Ogle Designs, lead by Tom Karen won the competition and were wholly responsible
for the styling. The interface between appearance and practical design for service
and manufacture was retained by the in-house styling studio who developed, for
example, the rubber bumper-top windshield cleaning step which concealed the gap
between bumper and cab required for tilting purposes. By this time, John Beck had
left us and gone to Ford.
The T42 concept design programme was lead by Keith Hemmings who had been
responsible for the body structure of B7, the National Bus. The rest of the management
team were Bill Lowe (cab), myself (chassis), John Cady (vehicle range concept) and
the Engineering Director was Joe McGowan. T42 was intended to satisfy all planned
legislation for the next 10 years. It was anticipated that the concept might prove to
be too advanced for the first production date and that a sub-set of the new systems in
the T42 concept might go into production first: this is what T45 was to be.
T42 utilised a monocoque front end structure in the form of a clamshell,
with the engine bay forming the lower half of the shell and the cab floor the upper.
Conventional frame side members were attached to the clamshell structure with a
specially developed joint. A slave vehicle was built to demonstrate the advantages
of this joint and it completed many thousands of miles of pave testing.
I don’t recognise photo 2. The in-house styling studio was continually producing

such sketches and this is probably one of them. Also, the other styling studios who
lost the competition did not give up easily and still continued to send in proposals.
Photo 3 is the Ogle proposal for the lightweight version of C35 and on a
7.5 tonne GVW chassis. The original plan was to production design from the heavy
end downwards, and this was adhered to. By the time we were replacing the Terrier
range, the business was in difficulties and the closure of Bathgate was planned. The
cost base of the C35 cab was too high and a Sherpa based cab was considered. Bill
Lowe came to the rescue with the proposal which was turned into the Road Runner
cab – and C35 was not used below 11tonne GVW.
Photo 4 was taken in the Leyland Styling Studio when it was situated under
the end of number 8 shop at Spurrier Works. These are not running vehicles. The
lightweight cab on the right was a solid wood mock-up and the others are “Iconic”
mock ups built of wood, fibreglass and anything else that came to hand. They were
visually representative of the planned model range, inside and out.
The styling models were approved by Ron Ellis before he left in 1976. A major
styling objective had been “non-aggression” as pioneered by the New Generation
Mercedes cab launched in 1974. The new MD came from the Computer Industry
and thought that all trucks should look like those in North America. After listening to
and appreciating the reasons for the brief, he put forward the view that non-aggressive
did not equate with “weak” and asked for the appearance to be “toughened”. As a
result, the sausage shaped holes in the front where turned to the vertical to represent
teeth, and the swage in the cab door arrived and departed when the MD did.
Photo 7: this was not exactly a vehicle leaving an “old” factory. The introduction
of T45 was two years in advance of the full opening of the new Assembly Plant at
Leyland. As a result, the space between the Engine Factory and the Fabrication Shop
at Spurrier Works was turned into a “Temporary Manufacturing Facility”. This was
a major investment which could have been avoided if the British Leyland Board had
given approval for the LAP in time. Hence the pre-production vehicle in photo 7 was
not leaving an old factory. I guess Pilot Production Line is a factual description, but
it understates the investment effort made in getting the first T45 models produced to
a standard equivalent to that aspired to in the new LAP.
In retrospect, being one of the team that developed both the strategy and the
vehicle range, I think that we got most things right, but not all. I believe that the key
first model, the Premium Cab range, was not really needed at all. If we had produced
only the high datum and lightweight versions of the cab, we could have satisfied the
market needs just as well and saved on investment and parts count.
The decision not to use C35 on the 6.5 and 7.5 tonne models was a very brave
one. Road Runner and its subsequent derivatives was a big success and the decision,
taken at a time when the business was in severe financial difficulties, shows the strength
of the company and product engineering management at the time.

Have you seen the new merchandise on page 3 ?

From the following extract from “What Leyland’s Doing” of October 1934 it can
be seen that Leyland kept “Service” as a separate Department from “Transport”.
‘An urgent message was received from the Corporation of Middlesbrough
late one evening, saying that one of the authority’s Leyland double deckers had been
involved in an accident, in which the roof of the top deck had been carried away.
By noon the next day a completely assembled roof was in Middlesbrough awaiting
fitment to the damage vehicle. The entire job was carried out by the Company’s own
Service and Transport departments.’
The vehicles described in this series of articles are those of the “Transport
Department”, although a future item is planned on the subject of the service fleet. The
story narrated above refers to one the batch of vee-front all-metal Titans supplied to
Middlesbrough in June 1934. Leyland clearly wanted to appear highly efficient and
obliging in the way the repairs were quickly put in hand, but what this press release
does not tell us is that the South Works was full of body parts at this time as the staff
tried to modify the vee-front design, and that Leyland were very anxious to placate
Middlesbrough whose vehicles had all been recalled for modifications.
Does any reader know which Middlesbrough bus was the victim of the accident
in October 1934 ?

A Beaver (type TC13 ?) fitted with a Bromilow & Edwards 3-way tipper body, seen here after the
end of its service as a shop wagon with Leyland Motors. Can anyone tell us which number this
carried ? Bromilow & Edwards at one time built bus bodies to Leyland design for Bolton.
(Photo by Neil D. Steele)

This is one of the group of TSC18 Beavers operated by Leyland Motors, again seen after its
retirement. Compare this picture with the cover of Torque No.12, which shows a “Bison” TSC16
with a similar style cab (there are some differences apart from the later addition of flashing
direction indicators and the bracket for the headboard.) One easily spotted feature is that the
“lightweight”Bison carries a much smaller fuel tank.
(Photo by Neil D. Steele)

Tom Snape from Leyland has written to the Editor say that the Shop Wagon
on page 14 of Torque No.12 was a Leyland Cub Diesel - an “odd ball” design, but
Leyland used a few of them. All of the factories had their own wagons, Leyland,
Farington Foundry, Chorley and Kingston, and the particular Cub depicted was a
Chorley wagon. They also had two six-wheeled bonneted Cubs (Type KSX), one
Beaver Tipper and one Hippo Flat, in addition to the forward control Cub, all pre-War.
The wagon that Tom was on is not shown in the photographs, but was a Buffalo with
trailer, dating from the late 1920s.
We have more pictures coming up of trucks used by the Leyland transport
fleet. There were, of course, a few buses too. We are particularly interested is finding
a photograph of the Leyland Lion used by the Leyland Motors Sports and Athletic
Club (LMSAC) which was registered TJ 940. It is believed to have been mounted
on a chassis ( no.51255) built a little earlier than the registration would indicate, and
may have been used as a demonstrator on trade plates when new. When the Second
World War broke out, it was converted into a mobile canteen (where was it used ?).
It did return to “normal” service, transporting the LMSAC teams, and is seen from a
distance on a photograph of a post-war sporting event. Does anyone know of a good
picture of this bus?

Alan has kindly agreed to edit this section in future; please, however, continue
to send all correspondence to Mike Sutcliffe, the Editor, as usual.

43 Bentley with Comet diesel engine
Further to the notes in Torque Nos.9, 10 and 11, Kelvin Price of Bonvilston,
Cardiff, and Chris Nelson of Chorley, have provided more details - the car,
on chassis number YM 5045, was supplied new to a Major C. H. Stevens in
May 1932, the body being quoted as by Freestone & Webb. It received the
London registration number GX 2423, as shown in the photograph in Torque
No.11. Reference to ‘A - Z of British Coachbuilders’ by Nick Walker published
in 1997 by Bay Tree Books - an excellent book even though confined to
cars - shows a 1933 Rolls-Royce coupe bodied by this firm having a similarly
shaped very shallow windscreen. However, as Kelvin Price says, the mudguard
outline implies later modification and Freestone & Webb was the firm that, in
a 1935 Show car, introduced the ‘razor-edged’ styling fashionable for a time
on many high-class cars and evident here. Both this firm and Gurney Nutting,
put forward as the bodybuilder in Brian Veale’s note in Torque 10, built many
bodies on Bentley chassis, but the appearance seems to favour the former’s
ideas, perhaps with a return visit for restyling later in the 1930s.

The photo (from ‘Bentley - The Vintage Years)’shows the car as LTD 360, it
having been licensed and reregistered by Leyland Motors (Mr Spurrier), in 1949/50,
evidently just after the Leyland O.350 engine was fitted. It was still in the
Leyland Research department, Gerry Waring being given use of it, up to circa
1962. Does anyone know anything about the installation and performance? The
original engine had a speed range of up to 3,500rpm, fast for an engine of

such size, and was said in a contemporary road test to be smooth and quiet,
but what was it like with the 5.7litre O.350 diesel, normally limited to 2,200?
The Bentley 8-litre had been introduced late in 1930 with the intention
of offering 100mph capability with luxurious bodywork, its overhead-camshaft
six-cylinder engine being the largest in any British car at the time. As with
the Leyland Eight a decade earlier, it was an inauspicious time for such a
venture and the firm went into liquidation in 1931, being taken over by RollsRoyce in November of that year, cars in stock being sold off, superseded by
Rolls-Royce-designed models from 1934. This car’s original engine had survived
and was refitted, together with a new open tourer body, in 1974, it now being
in Australia, registered as OB 446.

47 Mark III Engines etc.

Mark III and other engines of the late 1930s and early post-war era - further to
Phil Groves’s comments on the Ribble Tiger TS8 buses with 6.2 litre engines
in Torque No.11, Wilf Dodds of Nuneaton reports that the 129 chassis 301485613 were split into two batches of 50 and 79 in the chassis build lists, the
latter quantity matching the number understood to have 6.2 litre engines. All
50 of the others were confirmed as still having 8.6 litre engines at 1/1/49 and
all of the 79 had by then received 7.4 litre E181 engines. Alan Townsin recalls
riding in one of the Ribble Cheetah buses now known to have received the
6.2 litre engines thereby released, mistaking it at the time for a 7.4 litre unit,
which it resembled in the harsh ‘clack-clack’ combustion noise - hill-climbing
in that lighter model was fully adequate but the noise level came as a
severe disappointment after the free-revving refinement of these vehicles with
the original 4.7 litre petrol engine - it appeared that the rear axle ratio had not
been altered and hence the engine was almost running ‘on the governor’ at
not much over 30mph or so.
Relevant to this subject is mention by Bob Kell of a version of the
E181 engine termed ‘Aphonic’ and with modified injectors (at least), used on
Sunderland District Tiger PS1 coaches, presumably to reduce the noise - he
reports that fitters regarded it as an improvement. Does anyone know if this
was the same as, or related to, the Atlas pilot injection system, of Swedish
origin, adopted for London Transport’s RF class Green Line coaches on
AEC Regal IV chassis, at any rate as built? It required a modified injection
pump camshaft giving an initial low-pressure injection into the cylinders to
start combustion gently before the main delivery of fuel. It proved somewhat
troublesome (injectors coking up?) and seems to have been dropped, the AEC
9.6 litre engine generally being considered acceptably quiet in standard form.

48 12-metre Leopards

Fred Boulton, of Wolverhampton, points out that the front spring mounting
mentioned in Andy Crockett’s note in Torque No.10 was not a slipper design
but was an example of the Weweller spring end unit. Instead of one end,

usually the front, being anchored and the other having a swinging shackle or
slipper end, both ends of the spring are clamped in rubber blocks, this allowing
the stresses due to braking to be shared equally. The Weweller system was
also sometimes used on the locating spring of air-suspension versions of the
Leopard or Royal Tiger. He also suggests that the front axle may have marked
the introduction of the “rationalised” front axle for passenger models, which
was to go into production at Alford and Alder, a company which came into
the Leyland group via Standard-Triumph.
( I recall being told that the 12 metre PSU5 version of the Leopard
introduced in 1970 formed the basis from which the new-generation Tiger TR
series models of a decade later were developed, at first under the design code
B43, especially in regard to the frame. At first the latter models were to have
conventional leaf springs in the form used on the PSU5, with air suspension
offered only as an option, but the Leyland National’s air suspension proved so
successful that it was decided to make this feature standard for the Tiger. AAT)

53 Leyland Motors (1933) Ltd.

Wilf Dodds points out that the entry for the company in Motor Transport
Year Book up to the 1941/42 issue continues to refer to the Company with
‘plain’ title, as registered in 1919. To quote directly from the 1935/6 edition,
the wording reads “Leyland Motors Limited - registered 27th September 1919....
formed to acquire and take over the business of Leyland Motors (1914) Ltd.”
So what was the function of the 1933 company, and did it trade ?
( Would any member be able to carry out some research at Companies House
or Kew PRO into some of the history of the Leyland companies ? AAT )

57 Half-cab Octopus

Martin Perry, of Ledbury, took the photograph (below) of a half-cab
Octopus crane in Malta in 1996 - it was owned by Emmanuel Vella. It was
out of use, but he comments that it might well be still there. This is an earlier
post-war model than XSP 460 shown in Torque No.12, which Malcolm Wilford,

of Wakefield, identifies as being purchased new by Guard Bridge Paper Co, of
Guard Bridge, near St . Andrews, in February 1960, the chassis number probably
593033, though he asks if this can be verified. The firm operated at least ten
Octopus models from 1956 to 1964, later purchasing two Beaver tractor units.

58 LS18 engine

Martin Perry, and several other readers, identify the O.600 engine in an
ex-Ribble Leopard with engine plate stamped “LS18” as an ex- Midland Red
engine. The latter concern had a system of designations, originally applied to
its own-make vehicles, the post-war single-deck models being in a ‘S’ series
which had begun at S1 with a wartime prototype and had reached S17 for
a 36ft model. Bought-out vehicles were also given type codes in this series,
prefixed by the appropriate make letter, so the 100 Leopard PSU3/4R buses
ordered in 1962 were designated LS18. Both companies were BET subsidiaries
but the pooling of resources which probably led to this engine being fitted to
a Ribble vehicle was a product of the National Bus Company era.

60 Leylands with offside entrances

Mike Fenton, of Holmfirth, writes with more information on the PD2/3
with Leyland body of this layout for Danish State Railways on chassis No.
483583, Line No. 794, mentioned in Allan Condie’s comments on the above
in Torque No.12. He draws attention to an A4-size booklet “The DAB bus”
published by TPC in the late 1970s. In it there is a shot in the DAB works
evidently dating from about 1948/9 in which this bus, incorrectly captioned
as a PD1, appears alongside one of the “Red Worm” semi-trailers. Closer
examination revealed several differences from a photograph of the bus when in
service in Denmark also in his possession. The livery and other details were
not consistent, the workshop view bringing the Cape Tramways fleet in South
Africa to mind. Closer study revealed that this view showed a bus built for
Cape Tramways (the chassis number following on from that of a bus delivered
to that fleet) and in that operator’s livery but diverted to Denmark. It thus
seems that DAB rebuilt it with right-hand entrance and other modifications for
use by Danish State Railways.

61 Cypriot single-deck Titan

Mike Fenton, Huddersfield and David Corke, Paphos, make a positive
identification of the bus in Cyprus in 1958 ( Torque No.12) as ex-Birmingham C.T.
1314 (FOF 314) on chassis 303199, one of the second batch of TD6c for this
operator, new in 1939 with Leyland bodywork. Tony Hall, Birmingham, points
out that the hinged ventilator over the bulkhead window was a characteristic
BCT feature and reports that this bus and similar 1310 were sold to Lefkaritis,
of Larnaca, Cyprus in 1955 - this firm was a major user of British vehicles. It
seems a number ex-BCT double-deckers (Leylands and Daimlers) were imported
but the authorities would not permit their use in that form, so they were simply
cut down to single-deck. Lloyd Penfold, of Birmingham, mentions that some of
the top decks became sheds or hen-houses across the island, and wonders if

any survive - he also mentions that many of Lefkaritis’s vehicles, mostly exUK, were dumped in a field near the depot when taken out of use, remaining
there derelict until destroyed by fire in July 1984 as the result of stubble-burning
in an adjoining field getting out of control.
In all, five ex BCT Leylands went to Cyprus:
TP 068ex EOG 214 chassis no. 300529
TP 069ex EOG 225 chassis no. 300544
TP 829ex EOG 231 chassis no. 300549
TQ 004
ex FOF 314 chassis no. 303199
TQ 197
ex FOF 310 chassis no. 303195
(Please note that these Titans for Birmingham were of type TD6c, contrary to
what has been said elsewhere. The only Birmingham TD7 models were eight
‘unfrozen’ buses with conventional gearboxes (and hence not TD7c) of 1941-2,
these having FON registrations. AAT)

62 Preselector Gearboxes

In answer to John Dalzell’s query, I feel sure no “unfrozen” Titans were
built with preselector gearboxes - in fact I never came across any indication
of non-standard chassis features on such chassis, even though many of the
bodies were diverted from orders for specific customers and recognisable as
such. Barrow nos. 80-81 were bodied by Brush, doubtless to the full utility
specification. To the best of my knowledge, the only pre-war preselector Leylands
sold to customers were the London Transport TF-class Green Line and private
hire coaches on Tiger FEC (“flat engined coach”) chassis.
Then of course after the war, when Leyland began building the RTL
and RTW chassis, they too had preselector gearboxes, supplied by AEC, as
had been the case with the TF. There was also one batch of ten Titan PD2/14
models built for Leeds in 1953 with this form of transmission. I had a ride
in a one, the effect being much the same as an RTL though with the engine
note more akin to a standard PD2, no doubt because of the standard, rather
than London RT-style, front end. To the best of my knowledge no others were
supplied to British operators as production vehicles.
However, Brian Veale, of Shropshire, has also reminded us that one of
the Birmingham Titan TD6c buses, no. 1298 (FOF 298), on chassis 303183,
was fitted with a turbocharged O.350 engine and AEC preselective gearbox.
Leyland was on the point of taking up the Wilson-type epicyclic gearbox in a
big way, although in direct-acting Pneumo-Cyclic form rather than the preselective
version hitherto favoured by Daimler and AEC. At the time, 1951, the TD6c
bus in question was still nominally in the Birmingham municipal fleet, but
was withdrawn in 1952, moving to Edinburgh as its No 185 in 1953-4. There
was a report that it was rebodied by Duple (at the time rebodying wartime
ex-London Guy Arab buses for that fleet to a rather stylish design) but this
seems unlikely as it was withdrawn at the end of 1954 and may have returned

to Leyland - can anyone provide a more precise account ? This exercise was
carried out to gain in-service experience prior to the use of a similar powertrain, though at the other end of the vehicle, in the two rear-engined Lowloader
prototype double-deckers of 1953-4 (STF 90 and XTC 684).

63. Royal Tiger badge

Chris Nelson, from Chorley, wonders whether the “leaping Tiger” emblem
reported as used by the coach operator Ellen Smith, of Rochdale, since the
1930s and derived from a cigarette card illustration, might have been the origin
of the Royal Tiger emblem used since that model was introduced in 1950. There
is certainly quite a strong resemblance.

This Ellen Smith coach bears both operator’s and maker’s versions of the emblem. It is
thought to be one of the first pair of Royal Tiger Worldmasters with Plaxton bodies in this fleet,
dating from early 1956.
(Photo by Dr. Michael A. Taylor)

Detail of the Ellen Smith leaping tiger from the side of a more recent coach carrying the fleet
name. Note, however, that the legal lettering now reads Rossendale Transport Ltd., Bacup Road,
Rawtenstall !
(Photo by Ron Phillips)

64. Straight-skirted Royal Tiger coaches
The original mock-up, the prototype at the 1950 Show and most production
examples of the Leyland-bodied Royal Tiger coach had nicely rounded front skirt
panels. Yet some had panels which continued the vertical line, notably those
for Southdown from new, whilst others were rebuilt to this style, among them
Ribble vehicles, which also had shorter bumper overriders. No doubt the subject
may have been a matter of taste to some degree but the straight panels would
doubtless be cheaper to make or, perhaps more important, repair, even though
more vulnerable in minor collisions. Does any reader know the reason for this?

Wilkinson’s of Sedgefield had this all-Leyland Royal Tiger PSU1/15 coach in standard
form, with well-rounded front skirt panel and deep overriders to the front bumper. No.45
(OUP 45) had chassis no. 531118, Line no. 1628.
(Photo by Dr Michael A. Taylor)

Ribble deliveries of the type began with the rounded skirt when new but were rebuilt with
the straight type and with shorter overriders. 917 (FCK 417), a later example, on chassis
530867, Line no. 1589, may have been built in this form.
(Photo by the late R. F. Mack)

There are, of course, numerous other detail differences in the three coaches
shown, for example the destination indicator arrangement and the front panel fleetname display and embellishments.

Southdown fitted straight front skirt panels from new on its Leyland-bodied Royal Tiger
coaches, retaining the deep overriders. This example was 1625 (LUF 624) on chassis 521527,
Line No. 1186.
(Photo by Dr Michael A. Taylor)

65. Bus models with “wrong” radiators or chassis.
An episode quoted by Paul Lacey, of Wokingham, has raised the subject
of Leylands of the 1928-33 period with “wrong” radiators fitted from new. In
later years, there were many instances of swaps often related to wartime or
post-war rebuilds or exchanges of units of one kind and another.

Tiger with the ‘face’ of a Lion. The Thames Valley 1930 Tiger TS3 with Brush 26-seat
coach body was unusual in having a Lion-style radiator from new, though with Tiger
lettering on the grille.
(Photo by Brush)

The example quoted was Thames Valley 230 (RX 6250), at first intended
to be the last of six Lion LT2 buses but then it was decided that a Tiger should
be tried as a possible means of combatting competition on the Reading-London
route. It materialised in July 1930 as a TS3, dimensionally similar to the LT2
and having the same 16ft 6in wheelbase, as also common to the Titan TD1.
However it had an LT2-style radiator, in order to carry Thames Valley’s large
name badge which required a relatively flat face on the top tank. Incidentally,
the entry in Motor Tax Records read Lion LC2/61065, but that sounds like a
degree of confusion, possibly verbal, with what had been originally ordered.
The chassis number was the correct Tiger one !
At that date the LT2, and slightly later the LT3, had a ‘plain’ radiator
style, outwardly similar to that of TD1 models of the same period, though
there may have been functional differences (more tubes, maybe ? Does anyone
know ?) to cope with the Titan’s larger engine and greater weight.
(As an Editorial Postscript, we have a further question. Many of the larger
British bus companies had name plates specially cast to fit on Leyland radiators, but
does anyone know of instances of the same thing happening on lorry radiators of any
of the major hauliers ? ARP)

Leyland Torque 1-4
Issues 1-4 are now out of print. Society Member Geoff Wright, of Henley, has kindly
offered to make copies, and has done so for issues 1-3, and no doubt could do so for
issue 4. They are relatively expensive, but are of good quality and are most acceptable
to complete a set. No.1 is £4.50, No.2 is £10.50, No.3 is £12.50 and No.4 , which
has 48 pages, if copied in the same way, would be £13.75 (all prices include postage
and packing).
Leyland Torque 5-12
Back numbers of these issues are available at £4.50 each, including postage.
Leyland Society Journal, issues 1-2
These are available to both members and non-members at £5.50, including postage , for
issue No.1 and £6.00, including postage, for issue No.2. (£11.00 for both together)
Binders
Binders for Leyland Torque (holding eight issues) are available at £6.50, including
postage and packing, for one, or £12.00 for two if ordered together.
All the above items are available from Mike Sutcliffe (address inside front cover).
All cheques should be made payable to “The Leyland Society.”

This fine picture of three Titans and a Tiger was taken “Down Under”, and shows the fleet of J.K.Bardsley of Cronulla, on the outskirts of Sydney. Mr. Bardsley had made a big investment in the latest technology and paid
a significant premium in shipping charges to get his machines on the road. The front one is newly delivered and hads the later radiator, but the three other buses all have animal badges on the top tank. The non-standard
route number boxes look similar to those used by Lincoln Corporation. The Titans later joined the fleet of the Sydney authority and worked into the post-war period.
(Photo supplied by Ian Lynas)
(more details will be given in a future edition on early exported double deck Leylands)

This section is now edited by BOB KELL
Bob Kell has kindly volunteered to edit this section to assist Mike. Please
continue to send in material or comment to Mike Sutcliffe at the usual address.
Oliver of Long Hanborough HE 4777 (Torque No.12, page 26)
From John Bennett, Mike Fenton and Alan Townsin. This chassis, confirmed as a
Tiger TS2, number 60997, began life in January 1930 with E. Mills (Barnsley)
Ltd, of Hoyle Mill, and was taken over by Yorkshire Traction (No.442) in
November 1934. The original body was Taylor (of Barnsley) B29C. The vehicle
was sold by YTC in November 1938, turning up with Oliver by March 1946
but there is no mention of rebodying in the PSVC YTC Fleet History. All identify
the body as Burlingham, of that firm’s distinctive 1935 style, with windows
grouped to allow front, centre or rear entrance within the same basic design.
Yorkshire Traction did favour Burlingham for its coach bodies from 1936. The
post-war picture shows the coach in smart condition and the very short yet properly
shaped rearmost side window might indicate that the body was built to suit
the short-tailed TS2 chassis. Mike Fenton notes that Hulley of Baslow, Derbys had
an identical C32C body on a 1935 TS6 (TJ8656).
The body is similar to United’s 1935 London coaches on TS7 by Burlingham. Brush
built similar bodies for the 1936 batch, with longer rearmost bays as Alan notes. BK
Whieldon, Rugeley RF 6180 (Torque No.11, p. 29 and Torque No.12, p. 28)
From Alan Townsin: The almost head-on view of this Tiger in Torque No.12
looks ‘right’’ as a properly designed bus whereas that in Torque No.11 shows
an ill-matched ‘bodge’, perhaps of a slightly later body by the same builder
but from a different type of chassis. The differing angles make comparison
a little difficult, but the latter seems to have a slim glazed panel above the
opening part of the windscreen (incidentally it looks as as though the driver
would have to bow his head to see directly ahead) and the screen panels
appear parallel-sided. The roof contours, almost impossible to alter, are quite
different, and the body in the ‘bodge’ picture clearly had a shorter distance
from bulkhead to rear axle than suited the chassis, this often being the key dimension
in such rebuilds.
From John Bennett: The original and ‘second’ bodies have different numbers and
length of bays so this must have been a ‘three-body’ chassis.
Whieldon, Rugeley Foden double-decker ARE 489 (Torque No.12, page 29)
From Alan Townsin, T G Turner, Tony Hall, John Bennett, Mike Fenton and Malcolm
Keeley - All agree on the chassis. Foden SDG6, no. 15854, new 7/34 with Foden
FC26C body. All agree that the chassis was rebodied in 1946 with a Massey L24/24R
body removed from a West Bromwich 1930 Dennis HS (EA4622). However Mike
Fenton and Tony Hall note that the chassis was rebodied again in 1948 with the 1929
Leyland body from a Birkenhead TD1 no.100 (CM8727). So which body is shown in
the photograph ? Alan Townsin acknowledges the Birkenhead destination layout and

Malcolm Keeley notes in addition that the relief banding and rearmost upper-deck
windows are incorrect for the West Bromwich body, so it is probably the (Leyland)
Birkenhead one. However T. G. Turner notes that Whieldon had the Birkenhead TD1
in 1939 and John Bennett suggests that the bus ran as a double-decker during the War.
Will we ever know the complete story?

From the same batch, here is CM 8735 (chassis no.70656) at Birkenhead. Note the cream band
above the windscreen is narrower than the body of the Foden, more akin to the later TD1’s and
TD2’s of Birkenhead - so, not 100% convinced ! (Mike Sutcliffe Collection, source unknown)

AEC or Leyland ? United Service Tpt. UU 8363 (Torque No.12, p. 29)
From John Bennett, Mike Fenton and Alan Townsin - The answer is Leyland ! It is
simply a Leyland Lion PLSC3, dating from 1929, to which an approximation
to an AEC Regal radiator grille has been fitted in front of the radiator. The
chassis number of this particular vehicle is 47923 and is thus a late example
of the type, the series ending at 47960, as shown in Mike Sutcliffe’s useful
summary in that same issue. By the mid-1930s, United Service Transport Co.
Ltd. had a fleet largely made up of AEC Regal coaches and clearly sought to
make surviving PLSC models look a little more modern in this way, together
with the probable addition of the roof luggage rack, destination indicator and flash on
the side. Another similar case was Provincial (Gosport & Fareham). John Bennett
considers that the body may be London Lorries but Mike Fenton has a photograph
of an almost identical vehicle, UU9115, which was bodied by Beadle.
EK 2178 and WW 1018 (Torque No.10, page 42)
From Wilf Dodds - EK 2178 did become a lorry with Marchant, Sevenoaks.
WW 1018 Sykes (Calder Bus Co) was acquired by Hebble M S in 8/28. The PSV
Circle list of acquired buses does not include WW 1018 but does include similar bus
WW 1095 which had already been sold by Sykes in 1/28. The presumption therefore
is that WW 1018 did go to Hebble and then on to Ripponden.

Crown Tours MYB 749
Now some new questions. MYB 749 was a Somerset-registered Leyland coach. Who
built the coachwork and where did Crown tours operate from ? Photograph by Dr.
Michael A. Taylor.

Keeling’s Coaches, Leeds FV 1649
Mike Fenton and myself are both puzzled by this one. I photographed it on its last
legs in June 1955 at Keeling’s premises in Weaver St, Leeds. I thought it was a
Tiger TS6 or TS7, but Mike says that it is a 1931 TS3, chassis number 61434. The
body has been heavily ‘modernised’ at the front with a later radiator, non-Leyland
mudguards, postwar headlamps etc. Where is the body from and what is the chassis
history ? See photograph below.
Clondalkin Motor Omnibus Co. Ltd/Irish Omnibus Co. IK 8975
Why does this Karrier CL4 with City Wheel & Carriage Co. body, new in April 1926,
feature in Leyland Torque ? See lower photograph on opposite page. What has it to
do with Leyland ? Photograph courtesy Geoff Lumb.

Wigg’s Grey Coaches DUF 176
This (ex-Southdown ?) Tiger TS7 appears to have a post-war ‘Duple copy’ body.
Preserved ex-Southdown TS7 DUF179 doesn’t look like this. What body is this, and
where do Wigg’s hail from? Photograph R. H. G. Simpson.

Looking ahead
What was the ‘most rebodied’ Leyland ? Any offers ? Perhaps we should exclude early
vehicles in certain large operator fleets which tended to change bodies on overhaul and
operators such as London Transport which separated bodies and chassis at overhaul
time.
One can recall the case of a certain batch of trolleybuses. The utility bodies
were replaced by new bodies, but some fittings were transferred to reduce costs. In
due course, it was decided to abandon the trolleybuses, but the newer bodies were in
good condition, so they were refitted to new motor bus chassis. this meant that three
sets of component parts of different ages were joined in one whole.

The mortal remains of the only surviving Leyland SG11 were recently acquired
by Steve Hubbuck of Petersfield (Steve is currently restoring the Eastbourne Aviation
bodied rebuilt RAF type shown on page 9 of Torque No.11)
It originated with Ribble Motor Services, No. 106 (CK 3636) chassis no. 13271,
with 40hp (5in.) engine no. 726, (dated 2/5/25 !), being delivered in March 1925. It
is seen here one rainy day just prior to delivery and carried a Leyland built 35 seater
body. (Photo courtesy BCVM Archive, negative number P3165).

It was converted to pneumatic tyres with Ribble but only had a five year life,
because it soon became obsolete, being surrounded by Lions and Tigers. It was
then cut down to a lorry, leaving the cab and bulkhead intact, and was operated by
the Rusper Clay Works in Sussex, being last licensed in September 1935. After 66
years in the open, the chassis is now very derelict, as can be seen in the lower picture
on the opposite page, taken by Mike Sutcliffe in January 1996, but it has been saved
!
Many solid tyred buses were overtaken by progress and retired early at the time
of the Road Transport Act of 1930. The upper picture opposite shows a cousin of our
SG11, Ribble SG9 CK 3594, working as a furniture removal van in Leeds in 1932. In
this picture of the Corn Exchange, there is a fascinating range of vintage vehicles. It
was discovered a few years ago by our late member Dr. Michael Harrison of Leeds,
amongst a collection of glass negatives of Leeds townscapes taken on behalf of a
local firm, Charles Pickard. (Print supplied via A.K.Terry)

DUNCAN STREET, LEEDS, 1932
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I support Geoff Lumb’s commendation of ‘The AEC Story - Part 1’ by
Brian Thackray (note spelling, incorrectly shown as Thackeray), not least for
the perspective it gives on Rackham’s spell with Leyland. However, I sense
that Geoff is still looking for some kind of conspiracy theory, if I correctly
interpret his query as to whether there was a hidden agenda when Rackham
left Leyland, in relation to the July 1929 proposal to create a holding company
called British Vehicles.
However, that was a year after the confirmation of Rackham’s appointment
as AEC’s Chief Engineer. Lord Ashfield was the originator of the British Vehicles
idea, which was considered but rejected by the Leyland board, clearly confident
that they were in a stronger position than AEC. It seems significant that, in
May 1928 when Rackham reported to Leyland that AEC was in communication
with him about the offer of an appointment, the board had decided against
making any offer of an increase in salary to retain his services.
By late 1928, the Leyland management would have known that an engine
very like the ‘T-type’ was in production at AEC, initially for the Reliance, type 660
- my understanding is that legal action was even contemplated, though evidently
not pursued. It must also have been obvious even at that point that there was
almost certain to be a whole range of new AEC models directly competitive to

those Rackham had initiated for Leyland. I would imagine that Rackham was not
the most popular name among Leyland’s board members at that point, despite
the fact that he’d left the firm with exceptionally sound foundations for its future
range. The confirmation that his appointment as Leyland’s Chief Engineer was
effective from May 1st 1926 underlines the productivity, especially at the beginning,
with Tiger and Titan prototypes built and running in under a year, looking very
like the production models that followed. Despite the East Kent case reported
by Alan Lambert, there seem to have been few troubles with the TD1, with
no major changes in four years of production. Incidentally, Rackham makes it
clear in his paper to the meeting of the Institution of Automobile Engineers in
December 1927 that he was given a completely free hand in their design, with no
pressure to use existing stocks of parts.
His letter of March 1928 refers to preferring not to consider a change
of employment until the end of that year “when I hope to have all my new
models well under way”. This seems to imply that he had at least laid down the
basic specifications for the further Leyland models introduced in 1929, notably
the Badger TA, Beaver TC, Lion LT1 and Lioness LTB1 and, to some degree
at least, the Bison, Buffalo and Bull goods models, all powered by engines
of his ‘T-type’ design in four cylinder as well as six cylinder forms. His overall
concept for both firms was the use of engines and, as far as possible, other
parts of largely common design across a wide range of models. The report of
the British Vehicles episode refers to Leyland confidence that its profits would
go on rising against a belief that AEC’s would remain static, which seems a
remarkably complacent judgement in the circumstances. To quote Brian Thackray,
“By the end of 1930 AEC was booming”.
I hold to my view that relations between Rackham and the Leyland
management had begun becoming uncomfortable by late 1927 and that this may
have been a factor in his departure the following summer. I go back to the
episode at the IAE meeting in December 1927 at which he gave his paper on
the new models, reporting that he had designed and built a 72-seat six-wheeled
double-deck bus. It is noteworthy that he quoted this as being for experimental
purposes, but nonetheless forecasting the virtual demise of the six-wheel bus
except at the largest sizes. This was the comment which brought the strong
reaction I mentioned in my piece in Torque No.11, notably from Sydney Guy,
whose company was a leading maker of such vehicles. It was at this point that
A. A. Liardet, Leyland’s General Manager, said “I wish to assure Mr Guy that
my company do not quite hold the same view as the author, their Chief Engineer.”.
Unfortunately the wording of my piece in Torque No.11 was altered,
evidently in the course of editing, to add at this point some words I had not
written, as follows “but the truth is that Leyland did not wish customers to know
that they did not favour the six-wheeler.....indeed spin-doctoring by the General
Manager!” As I said at the beginning of that piece, I do not accept that the
Leyland firm of those days acted in a manner which would justify the rather

ugly and cynical modern term of ‘spin-doctoring’ - which is not to say that it
was immune from errors of judgement, like any other human endeavour.
If the purpose of the business is to sell products, surely one either simply
makes what customers say they want, or tries to persuade them why what you
offer would be better. Surely it would be perverse to try to hide what you
don’t believe in; it would be interesting to know what evidence there might be
for the added statement.
Even if that were a correct interpretation, Mr Liardet’s comments hardly
seem likely to act in the way suggested. May I reproduce two direct quotes from
his words as reported in the official record of the discussion after the paper ? “We
quite admit that the possibilities of the six-wheeled vehicle are great in several
directions, and, personally, I think that all that Mr Guy has said is correct.”
Rackham may well have found this last remark particularly unwelcome, as Guy
had referred to Rackham’s statements on six-wheelers as “misleading”. Liardet
added “My company has faith in the six-wheeled vehicle....” Far from hiding that
they did not favour the six-wheeler, this seems more like encouraging customers
to go straight to Mr Guy’s sales office. It also seems a very odd remark when
Leyland had made no move to put six-wheel passenger models on the market
following introduction of such models by both Guy and Karrier in 1926 and
their adoption by several municipal fleets, some of whose managers also spoke at
the meeting. It reads more as if Mr Liardet suffered a sudden loss of confidence
that Leyland, under Rackham’s guidance, was on the right track with the Titan
as a two-axle bus. At that date, when it had yet to attract the big orders that
followed during 1928, this would be understandable, yet must have sounded very
discouraging to Rackham. Undoubtedly he was regarded as a maverick figure by
quite a sizeable section of “the establishment” in the industry at that date - the
IAE meeting was followed up by a remarkably hostile article in ‘The Commercial
Motor’ of 27th December 1927, backed up by letters from Sydney Guy, Sir John
E. Thornycroft and Reginald F. Clayton, of Karrier.
I’m inclined to suspect that when Rackham wrote to AEC the following
March and referred to “the dreary North of England” he may have been seeking
to convey a more subtle message about the atmosphere at Leyland in a much broader
sense than the weather.
(The illustration used at the head of this article was drawn by Allan T. Condie, and
represents one of the Sheffield Leyland Titanics.)
The truth about the Leyland Company’s attitude to 4 wheel and 6 wheel double deckers is probably to be found below.
1. Both TD1 and TT1 prototypes were built in 1927. The Board was convinced that “the case
for the 6 wheeled vehicle is by no means proven”, but still built one for comparison.
2. A Sales conference held 2/2/27 had “prospects for rigid 6 wheelers” on the agenda.
3. When the names Tiger, Tigress and Titan were chosen in 2/27, it was stated that a fourth
name would perhaps not be required, as the proposed (dd) prototypes “may make it evident
that the 6 wheeler type of machine will be the only one to be manufactured, or vice-versa, and
will remove the neccesity of naming another model”
ARP

Martin Perry, Ledbury, has returned from an excellent holiday in New Zealand,
and has sent these pictures for “Leylands Down Under”. Below is EV 6469, one of a
small number of surviving Leyland Comet buses that were new to the New Zealand
Railways Road Services. Now a comfortable mobile home owned by Jim & Helen
Pooley of Paeroa, she is on chassis number 495179. Originally fitted with a 300 petrol
engine, the bus is now powered by a Mitsubishi diesel !

Below is a later Road Services Comet, DV 3421 dating from 1963, also now
a “house bus” - for sale in Waipukurau for $NZ18,000 – or £5,625 !
The oldest Leyland located on this trip was a former New Zealand Army
WLW2 Retriever with 4-cylinder petrol engine (E30/7 72747) - derelict but believed
to be earmarked for restoration, she is on chassis number 303915, and was seen in
Palmerston North. See top picture on next page.

The superb restoration seen in the lower illustration is this O.680-engined Beaver
tractor unit coupled to a proper knock-out axle low-loader, a surprise exhibit among
the gleaming new trucks at the biennial Hopu Hopu Truck Show near Hamilton. ES
1522 is in the livery of Coalines Transport, and owned by Trans-Otway Haulage.
Several readers have written to say that the 1937 bonneted Cub owned by Ron
Ross mentioned in “Down Under” in the last edition is almost certainly RKZ1 chassis
number 6967. Their opinions are supported by the fact that a contemporary batch of
Cubs exported to New Zealand is known to have carried the adjacent numbers.

Ramon Ware, Broken Hill, Australia (email : nomary70@hotmail.com) has
sent in a story of a 1936 Badger used for outback freight work. It featured in the 1954
film “Back of Beyond”, but in 1938 made news by being repaired in the outback after
suffering a broken clutch 400 kms from home. It completed the journey with a makeshift
clutch plate, which was later retrieved by a visitor and sent back to Leyland, where it
was exhibited and publicised in a newspaper. Does anyone know any more ?

From Wilf Dodds, Nuneaton
Mystery vehicle on Dartmoor - chassis no. 1523 is obviously a non-starter,
since it was a Titan TD2. Probably the chassis plate was incompletely stamped by the
omission of the final digit, which gives a choice of 15233-8, all Tiger TS8s. 15233
was ENE 804, for Cooper, Manchester, being sold in 1958 to Faulkner, a dealer from
Fareham. His usual activity was exporting vehicles.
15234 was FDH 349 of Hayes, Walsall. This is a possibility as it was withdrawn
8/58 by Primrose, Bristol, being still there and intact in 7/60. 15235-8 were all new
to Robin Hood, Nottingham in March and April 1938 as EAL 239/119/249/129.
The most likely candidate is EAL 119, which was sold to Hubber (Streamline)
of Newquay, being withdrawn 9/56 and to Jones (dealer) Newquay. The photographs
show the rebuild to include a full front and destination boxes, obviously still intended
for passenger service, and vaguely streamlined ?
From John Bennett, Loughborough
LION CUB – John has kindly sent some additional information relating to the Leyland
Lion Cub SKP 5 depicted on the centre pages of Torque No.7. It was supplied new
to Provincial Garage (Leicester) Ltd. in March 1934, registered JF 6026, fleet no. L1,
carrying Burlingham C26R coachwork. It had chassis no. 2638.
From Mike Fenton, Huddersfield
The body on ex-Todmorden AWU 664 certainly appears to be by Auto Cellulose
(definitely not Lawton) - it is very similar to the Aato Cellulose bodies on Dennis
Lancet III KAB 9, Leyland PS1 RRE 8, Maudslay Marathon III SRE 202 and TSM
K5LA7 JOL 880 - although it is clearly not the same body as that on CHA 921, which
is claimed to be the source. As the body is of late forties design and fitted in the late
fifties it would clearly have been second hand. Interestingly, PSVC publication 2PD7
quotes Happy Days also having Leyland TD2 RRE 878 (re-registered ex WH 4217)
rebodied Auto Cellulose body in June 1949 and I would suggest that vehicle may
be the source. The only fly in the ointment is that the TD2 is quoted as withdrawn
1959 (no month shown) and the TD4 AWU 664 was recorded as rebodied with the
Auto Cellulose body somewhat earlier in September 1957. Publication 2PD7 also
states that the Beadle lowbridge body was indeed originally on a TD1 (RU 7686) as
a rebody in 1943, and that this body was transferred to AWU 664 c1952.
From Fred Boulton, Wolverhampton
I remember Jerry Waring having the use of the Bentley with Comet diesel engine
in the early 1960’s when I was a Student Apprentice at Wellington House. Eric Leeming,
a designer/draughtsman in the experimental department told me, some years later, that
he was responsible for measuring the chassis and engine bay after the Bentley engine
was removed and laying out the engine mounting system and driveline. When Jerry

Waring retired, the vehicle was sold and was purchased by the sales manager of the
local Ford Garage who had located a Bentley engine, and who was going to convert
the vehicle back to standard. Sadly, I can’t remember his name and I don’t know if the
re-conversion was ever finished. (See also Food for Thought No.43).
From Douglas A. Scarff, Stowmarket
With regard to the Comet query on page 30 of Torque No.12, the two Comets
I have each carry a plate saying “Briggs Motor Bodies, Dagenham”. FVG 440 has
serial no. 548-3275 and OJJ 187 serial no. 548-3767. These vehicles are both of 1953
manufacture. If Mr. Ken Davey’s vehicle is “missing” a chassis number, it should
be located on the chassis, right hand side between the wheels. I think this was the
only place these numbers were stamped on Comets. Having the 300 engine, I think
it must be a Comet 75.
From Frank Wright, Rochester
The (Almost) Forgotten Fleet – In 1937/38 London Transport took delivery
of 100 Leyland Titans with Leyland bodies and allocated most if not all to Hendon
Garage. These were very nice machines and operated on route 13 London BridgeGolders Green and one other route, probably 183 to Northwood.
These buses were kept in immaculate condition, and the Chief Engineer of LT
sent a letter of congratulation and appreciation to the Depot (Garage) Engineer of
Hendon Garage on the smart turnout of these buses and the way they were maintained.
Sadly none of these vehicles were preserved, but I did see one in the early 1950s
coming through Chatham painted in the original Benfleet & District livery and which
had been used on an oil refinery contract in Essex. This was a revival of Benfleet as
they sold out to Westcliff some years before - but must have retained the name. It
even had the Benfleet logo on the sides. Perhaps because they were Leylands and
not AECs none were preserved by LT. They were registered DLU 311-410.

STD22, (DLU 332) on TD4 chassis 12028, was new in May 1937.

(Photo by J.H.Aston)

Although the STD bodies incorporated the standard Leyland metal frame, they
were heavily modified to resemble the contemporary STL types. STD 22 was sold
to the dealer, W. North of Leeds in January 1955, with no further trace.

The upper deck interior of an STD when new, taken inside the Leyland works. A variety of other
Leyland models, including trolleybuses and lorries can be seen through the windows. Note the
special design of London rear emergency window, opened by striking a red disc in the central
vee, the London style lighting and seats, and particularly the seating arrangement at the rear ,
with two single seats ahead of the rearmost bench. The trained eye will note the different roof
profile from the standard Leyland body. So many modifications were required to build the STDs
that extra men had to be recruited to cope with the extra work....they were later dismissed.
(Photo courtesy BCVM Archive)

From Tony Hall, Birmingham
Postwar Leyland Bodies: Further to the comment about the Midland Red LD8
class having shallower top deck rear emergency door windows, Plymouth C.T. also
received some PD2’s in 1954 fitted with sliding vents in the rear windows. Whether
they were built like that or whether it was a Plymouth modification, I do not know.
Talking of Plymouth, let us not forget the small batch of TD’s which were
rebodied by Leyland in 1953. They really were splendid vehicles. I remember a
ride on one from Sudbury to Long Melford - the vehicle was by then running for
Theobald.
Following on from the comments about the LD8’s not being PD2/20 I presume
I am I right in thinking that PD2/20 was used for “tin front” vehicles of that type when
the “tin front” became generally available on the market whereas those for Midland
Red were a special order ? (Yes! – MAS)

From Charles Jones, Chester
Regarding Mr. Hampson’s letter concerning his Blackpool F.B. Leyland’s bonnet,
when I owned Oldham,s Leyland Metz Turntable Ladder (BU 8888), I was told that the
bonnets of FT and TLM chassis were made of Russian steel which was self coloured
blue/grey and fairly scratch resistant, etc. I was also told that the steel that was left
over after the War, was used for the Leyland Service Parts counter at Chorley, because
it was so hard wearing. There appear to be two types of bonnet. One is a one piece
assembly where the sides folded up on the top, and the other had a one piece top and
the sides were removable separately. (The one piece assembly was a swine !)
On another subject, could the Leyland Steer of the late Jim Strong be identified,
please, i.e. chassis number, registration number and first known owner? Thank you.
From Derek Bailey, Leicester
Alan Condie’s article on the subtle differences on Leyland bodies on PD1s and
PD2s brings to mind certain other differences which I had observed on Leicester’s
vehicles. LCT 232-51 of 1946 had horizontally divided rear panels with wide platform
window and square glass back lit rear number plates in the offside bottom corner
of the back panel. LCT 252 of 1947 (the only PD1A in Leicester) had a vertically
divided rear panel with an oblong glass back lit number plate in the centre of the rear
waist panel (as did all 65 PD2’s – this also features on EFE die cast models of all
PD1’s and PD2’s I have seen, and have collected !) I cannot remember whether 252
had a wide or narrow rear platform window - the lack of recollection indicates that it
was wide. All the PD2/1’s of 1949/50 had narrow windows and probably 160 (the
PD2/12) did as well, but I am not certain now.
Another detail difference was in the colour of the interior wooden cappings of
the window pillars and sills etc.; on 232-51 they were mahogany in colour but 252
and the PD1’s 96-159 they were light oak; 160 which was a PD2/12, was the first
of the “final design” bodies, and had light green/cream rexine covered metal around
the windows on the interior (reminiscent of LTE RT style).
Yet another difference, which no doubt reflected the gradual improvement in
steel supplies in the years immediately after the War, concerned the interior lining
panels (or lack of). 232-51 of 1946 and 252 of 1947 had the inside of the upstairs
exterior panels painted only, although the lower saloons may have had painted interior
lining panels. Of the PD2’s 96-105 had rexine covered interior lining panels on the
lower decks; the upper decks had the inside of the outer panels covered in rexine what a luxury in those days! Whilst writing these notes, a final variation has come to
mind - still on the same theme no doubt of the gradually improving material supplies
-that 232-52 and 96-105 had single skin front and rear domes, whilst 106-60 all had
two skin domes (without the timber “wings” at the front).
I don’t know whether all of the above variations were peculiar to the Leicester
deliveries or whether they applied to other operators as well, as I was not as well
acquainted with other fleets in those days to have the same intimate knowledge of their
vehicles as I did of Leicester’s - travelling regularly to and from school on many of
them (including travelling on three of the first four PD1’s on their first day in service

-- the smell of all that new paintwork is still practically as vivid now as in 1946 ! No
doubt other readers will be able to offer their recollections more specifically.
(Clearly Derek’s recollections show the continued improvements being made
to the Leyland double deck body throughout this period – many no doubt adding to
the weight of the body – MAS)
From Malcolm Wilford, Wakefield
Leyland Chassis Numbers: - Cubs 1931 series – I have now found some Cubs
registered in September 1931 with very low chassis numbers, so that month would
be a more accurate starting date. The highest number in the series was 86xx. In the
Leyland 1931 series the highest number in this series was 17965.
From Malcolm Keeley, Solihull
Thank you for yet another fascinating edition of Leyland Torque. Allan T.
Condie’s article on Leyland bodies mentioned Midland Red’s 100-strong LD8 class;
the last known survivor, SHA 431, is owned by the 1685 Group of which I am part.
We are restoring the upper saloon interior and this has prompted us to need photos
showing the style and quantity of interior transfers applied when the LD8 was new.
Can anyone help, please? Leyland official views would be best but preferably not
the show exhibit, SHA 378, which was different.
From Peter Geliot, St. Mary’s Platt, Kent
With regard to Richard Perry’s article in Torque No.12, I have to say that the
central sprayer was not exclusively linked to toroidal chamber engines. Mr. Biggar’s
patent covering the pot type combustion chamber shows a vertical central sprayer
i.e. inside the valve cover with the emerging jet angled to be parallel to the walls of
the pot. The same result, but without risk of dilution of lubricant, was later adopted
for most, if not all Leyland 8.6 engine production by having the injector outside the
valve cover, inclined to the piston centre, and with the jet co-axial to its body.
These alternatives are specifically mentioned in the patent, which I obtained
at the British Library.
From Bob Kell, Durham
I have just purchased a Leyland tool kit from an autojumble, the first I have seen
although Leyland spanners occasionally appear. It contains seven black open-ended
Leyland-embossed Snail Brand spanners (one quarter W to one and one-eighth
W), wooden-shafted hammer and screwdriver, pliers with circlip extensions and a
double-sided square socket bar all wrapped in a green hessian tool roll. There is also
a triangular steel plate with two inch-diameter holes, spigot shaft and a third halfinch hole. Attached is a 20 thou. feeler. My guess is that the kit is from the 1950’s
and has been little used. What is the plate for? There is an empty pocket for a small
tool. What is missing?
FORTHCOMING ITEMS IN TORQUE

Articles in hand for early publication are on Ashok-Leyland in India, more on the
8.6 litre pot-cavity engine, Project Numbers for the trucks (T series) and a history of
the Buffalo.

PASSENGER CHASSIS

From some time circa 1968 (the time when all the various constituent parts of
“British Leyland” were brought together) codes were issued to experimental projects.
The projects were sometimes to develop a complete new vehicle, other times to design a new replacement or alternative part for an existing vehicle. Intended as internal
identification, some of the codes entered the public domain via publicity, or because
the code formed an obvious part of the chassis number of a few prototype vehicles, or,
in the case of the B21, because the model was built and never received a name.Two
B21 chassis supplied to New Zealand were given “Lion” badges, but the name was
not officially given to this model. Curiously the list below makes no mention of the
underfloor-engined double deck chassis built for SBG which took the name “Lion”.
Listed are the project numbers relating to passenger vehicles. B1-6 and B8
are believed to relate to suspension and brake experiments on Panther, Worldmaster
and (AEC) Swift chassis. B55-59 were not used to avoid confusion with Volvo bus
chassis identified by the same codes, and B76-9 were not allocated.
B7
Integral single deck bus - the Leyland National
B9
Chassis underframe using B7 running units
B10
“Rationalised” rear-engine double deck bus (Atlantean and Fleetline)
B11
New advanced double deck bus chassis
B12
Updated version of B11
B13
Truck based passenger chassis
B14
Updated version of Leopard/Worldmaster range
B15
Advanced double deck bus, with B12 running units (Titan)
B16
Battery driven National
B17
New light passenger chassis - project cancelled
B18
Low-height double deck bus ( see Bristol VRT3)
B19
Advanced integral coach - project cancelled
B20
“Quiet” Fleetline for London Transport
B21
Chassis incorporating B7 units
B22
Heavy-duty mid-engined passenger chassis (see B33)
B23
Bus chassis based on Leyland Boxer truck chassis - project cancelled
B24
Bus chassis based on Leyland Terrier chassis
B25
Bus chassis based on a light-duty truck
B26
Bus chassis based on heavy-duty truck - became Guy Victory Mark 2
B27
“Quiet” pack for Bristol LH
B28
“Quiet” Atlantean - one example built
B29
Atlantean with L12 engine - for Iran - project cancelled
B30
Bristol VRT3
B31
“Type approval” changes to bus range
B32
Hydracyclic installation for bus range
B33
Leopard with 690 engine to meet EEC noise regulations - one built

B34
B35
B36
B37
B38
B39
B40
B41
B42
B43
B44
B45
B46
B47
B48
B49
B50
B51
B52
B53
B54
B60
B61
B62
B63
B64
B65
B66
B67
B68
B69
B70
B71
B72
B73
B74
B75
B80
B81
B82
B83
B84

“Quiet” Fleetline with Gardner 6LXB engine
Bristol VRT to export specification
Victory J with Gardner 6LXB engine installation
Bus chassis based on T63 light-duty truck
Voith D851 transmission in Leyland National bus
NBC revisions to Leyland National
Revised suspension for Leyland-DAB mid-engined chassis
Modifications required to braking of B7, B21, B24, B33, B37 to conform
to Australian regulations.
Modifications to B7, B21, B24, B33.
Heavy-duty mid-engined chassis - became Tiger
Leyland National 2 with TL11 engine
Chassis underframe using mainly B15 units - became Olympian
Body design and construction for Olympian
Design of body and chassis for Indian 12-ton single deck bus
Lightweight rear-engine coach chassis (BMC type engine)
Steel coach body for Tiger chassis
Integral rear-engine coach spaceframe - became Royal Tiger
Update of ECW aluminium coach body for Leopard and Tiger chassis
Low frame rear-engine city bus chassis (for UTIC - Portugal)
LVA 10 transmission
Steel coach body for B50 underframe
New city bus - became Lynx
Rear-engined double deck coach - to 4 metre height
Revised Hydracyclic gearbox (later U62)
Revised rear axle (later U63)
Bonneted bus
Installation of Gardner engine in Leyland National 2
Trailing link rear suspension (later U66)
Installation of Gardner 6HLXB engine in Tiger
Low floor B50 underframe
Low floor B50 body
Medium-weight 9.5m underfloor-engine chassis
Installation of vertical TL11 engine in B50
Victory 3 chassis
Installation of vertical Cummins L10 in B50
Olympian fitted with B62/3 drive train
Tiger Mark 2
Rear-engined replacement for Victory
New S-cam brakes (later U83)
Rear-engined chassis based on Leopard - built for Uruguay - Ranger
Updated Tiger
Midi-bus

A little more background from Mike Sutcliffe
When studying the early Leyland Parts Registers, Mike Sutcliffe has unearthed
some more interesting snippets about the Leviathan and some other “Low” models
being developed at the time. As early as January 1924 parts were registered for an
overhead valve engine described as E O/1. The following month aluminium pistons
were registered for “the experimental 50hp E O/1 engine” (This possibly had a 41/2 in.
bore, which seems rather on the small side for a 50hp engine). However, by February
1925, three engines were listed E 50 OHV/1, E O/2 and E O/3 – possibly the latter two
were smaller versions, the whole range being intended for what became the Leveret,
Lion and Leviathan. The Drawing Office also recorded an engine, described as E
30 OHV/1, being a conversion of the 36hp engine to 30hp overhead valve – rather an
odd combination, but possibly to test the overhead valve cylinder head and cylinders?
In addition there was reported a 50hp conversion based on one of the earlier “RAF
type” engines – all rather intriguing. By June 1925 drawing no. 8363 describes the
E 30 OHV/1 with 3 3/4 in bore x 5 1/2 in stroke. (Which engine was this ? - surely the
Leveret?) It is thought that none of these engines was eventually fitted to production
models of the Leviathan.
Up to the end of 1924, the 52 seater “low loading” (yes, that’s what it was
called officially !) double deck bus had been designated L3, - presumably what were
to become the Leveret and Lion being L1 and L2. In January 1925 they were redesignated and named, the Leviathan becoming model LG1, i.e. low G (4 ton range).
The Lion was to be LC1, i.e. low C (3 ton range), without any reference to Sidetype. This was again altered, shortly afterwards, to LSC1 to differentiate it from the
Lioness LC1, but with the Leviathan there was no bonneted version so no need for the
“S” - yet ! The LA1, i.e. low A (2 ton) remained as such as there was no Side-type.
Another interesting reference was to the L3 tipper, and in March 1925 to the LG with

side tipping body – presumably based on the Leviathan chassis. Could these have
possibly been some of the missing chassis numbers 50015/42/3/71 ? Regarding chassis
5009, TD 4617), Geoff Lumb tells us that this was sold by Leyland to the IOC as a
“Rebuilt LSP2”.
It is always assumed that the “L” stood for Low type chassis and this is probably
correct. However, for several months in the middle of its development, the 32 seat
Lion is referred to as the Light chassis – more food for thought!
Lastly, Wilf Dodds has sent some corrections to the Leviathan list published
in TorqueNo.11. Chassis 50064/5 for Warrington – details were abstracted from the
Leyland Sales Records as being chassis only, so did Leyland really build the bodies?
(Warrington records say YES ARP) 50090-3 (Hants & Dorset) – it is though that 50090
had a Leyland O52RO body, with 50091-3 being Tilling O53RO. 50054/5 (Preston)
need to be confirmed as having had EEC bodies, but 50097 has been abstracted as
a Leyland body, even though it doesn’t appear to have had the short first bay of the
other Leyland bodied Leviathans. Was this Leyland or EEC?
Finally, photographic evidence of Bolton BN 9354, chassis 50046, shows that it
was new with closed top. This therefore puts doubt on the whole batch being open top,
and, of course the second batch 50083-87. Can anybody confirm these ? The picture
shown is Birkenhead 56 (chassis 50074) with enclosed staircase body.

FOR SALE
Leyland 8.6 diesel engine E39, stored under cover many years - £500
Leyland O600 engine and gearbox ex.PD3 - £300
Leyland E156 4 cyl. diesel – complete engine and parts of another
Leyland Tiger Cub and Leopard – front wheel nut covers - £30 pair.
Exchange/part exchange for radiator and E181 engine suitable for PD1.
Please contact: William Staniforth on 0121 436 6756.
Leyland Octopus 1967 680 Power Plus engine tilt cab, last MOT expired March
1999. £2,000. Please contact: Tommy Green on 07702 999037.
Leyland Group new commercial spares – Leyland group new commercial spares
for sale (40,000 items) can be obtained on sending part numbers of items required
to Ian Norgate (details below) who can find out availability, price etc. Some items
identified are Marathon cab rams and gear lever boots. Buffalo cab rams, pumps and
handles, Ergomatic pedal rubbers, door hinges, tread plates and tread plate screws.
Please contact: Ian Norgate, 12 The Circle, Meon Park, Wickham, Hampshire, PO17
5HW. Send sae for reply or fax 01329 834064, E.Mail Inpartsco@hotmail.com.
Leyland Journal (Jan 1957) excellent condition, £9, or exchange for any of Jan
1946, March 1946, May 1946, July 1947. Also for sale the Leyland publication “Fuel
Oil Storage” 1946. Will BUY Leyland journal Jan 1950 - December 1955 inclusive,
to make up complete set. Please phone Eric Muckley on tel. 01925 - 265598.

A N UNUSUAL LOWBRIDGE DOUBLE DECKER

The “Tailpiece” in the last issue showed the interior of the upper saloon on a bus
in Bilbao, Spain. The original Leyland Journal carried an article in the late fifties that
was entitled “A Busman’s Holiday in Spain”, and it was here that I first saw a picture
of the unusual double deckers used in Bilbao. Based on Royal Tiger and Worldmaster
chassis, these buses had a lower saloon designed for standees, with small windows
above the normal ones, and an upper saloon of such a shallow depth that passengers
had to bend double to reach their seats. Needless to say, the conductor stayed on the
lower deck, sitting at a desk near the rear entrance doors.
The odd thing is that the local passengers found these buses quite acceptable.
In the thirties, when times were hard in Spain, bus operators in the northern provinces extended the capacity of their buses by placing some bench seats on the roof,
reached by the iron ladder at the back normally used to reach the rear luggage rack. As
weather in that part of Spain tends to be very wet, it was not long before the benches
were enclosed in a low cabin (creating a sort of one-and-a-half decker). This design
became quite common for interurban buses, and there were a number built on postwar Leyland Tiger chassis.
In the mid fifties, the Bilbao urban bus operator introduced some single deck
buses which were quickly converted into either long single deckers with an extra axle,
or double deckers with a full length upper saloon, in order to increase their capacity.
Next came ten underfloor Leylands, nos. 221-230, built as new with double deck bodies by Carrocerias de Logrono. In 1961-2 two further double deckers, nos.240-241,
appeared on Pegaso 5020 chassis (a copy of the Leyland Worldmaster, also available
with an O.680 engine as model 5022). These twelve buses, together with another
example used on the Bilbao-Castro Urdiales route, are believed to be the only such
“lowbridge” double deckers on underfloor engined chassis ever built. ARP
Bilbao number 228,
(BI.33386) is a Royal
Tiger Worldmaster
(Chassis no.573549,
line number 1022)
with Carrocerias Logrono dual door body.
The staircase was situated at centre offside, and the number
of seats was stated
when the buses were
new as 82.
(Photo Ron Phillips
Collection)

Details of the ten Bilbao Royal Tigers and Worldmasters are as follows:
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230

BI 30770 chassis no. 550267 L45/24D
BI 30299 chassis no. 550265 “
BI 30298 chassis no. 550266 “
BI 30300 chassis no. 550172 “
BI 30301 chassis no. 560171 “
BI 32582 chassis no. 560464 L49/32D
BI 32583 chassis no. 560025 “
BI 33386 chassis no. 573549 “
BI 33387 chassis no. 580174 “
BI 33388 chassis no. 580175 “

New 1957

New 1958

ABOVE
BI.16678 is a Tiger or
OPD2 Titan chassis,
note right hand drive,
with SEIDA bodywork,
operated by the “La
Esperanza” company.
(BCVM)
BELOW
BI.16655 is a longer
bus, probably on LOPS3
chassis, with a one and
a half deck body, used
on the route between
Bilbao and Vitoria.
(Basque Bus Circle)

A N APPEAL FROM THE EDITOR

As the production of Leyland Torque has developed, it has been possible to
adopt standard regular features such as Food for Thought, Odd Bodies, Letters, centre spread photo, Tailpiece etc. This is balanced with one-off features and articles
of varying sizes from one page to three parts in three issues. Throughout all of this
time it has been difficult to generate features on goods vehicles and we live a very
hand-to-mouth existence with lorry content. Despite the fact that many members like
myself are interested in all products of Leyland Motors, most features sent to your
Editor are predominantly bus material.
In order to keep a proper balance, it would be very helpful if a Society member
would volunteer to maintain a regular feature of, say, four pages, solely devoted to
lorries, in a similar way to our new sub-editors Alan Townsin and Bob Kell deal with
general matters and buses respectively. If you have any ideas, or would like to offer
to help, please telephone Mike Sutcliffe on 01525 221676. If someone could take
on this role, you would be offered plenty of help in terms of finding archive photographs, identifying vehicles/models etc. Please do come forward, as this will enable
the Society and its magazines to go from strength to strength.
On another note, your Committee members work exceedingly hard to strive
to make the Leyland Society the best one-make Society. We are stretched in some
areas and could do with helpers in all sorts of fields: e.g. reviewing the possibility of
assuming the status of a Limited Company by Guarantee (not necessarily Charitable
Status); manning and maintaining a Society Sales stall at other’s rallies or events;
organising Leyland Society rallies/events, and setting up a Society WebSite (already
being reviewed). If the Society is to progress and grow we need more helpers/do-ers,
and now our membership numbers are in the 700’s there may well be more recently
joined folk who would like to get involved – you would be most welcome !
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